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About This Game

Described as a cross between Minesweeper and Picross, ShellBlast is an action packed puzzler where you travel the globe to
defuse bombs before they explode.

Game Features Include

Classic Mode- Play the fifty-level campaign as you tour the world defusing bombs. From prank bombs to nuclear
superweapons, this mode will give you the grand tour of what ShellBlast is all about.

Simulation Chamber- Choose from eighteen empty bomb shells and fill it to your specifications. Want a massive Biological
bomb with a short timer? Or a small Oxidation bomb with plenty of extra helper tools like Chaff Grenades? Go for it!

Blast Editor- Build your own bomb from scratch using the editor or play custom levels built by others. Create the ultimate
superweapon!

Endurance Mode- Take on this massive bomb one layer at a time. How many quadrants can you unlock?

Shell-Drop- A unique randomly generated bomb mode that puts you to the ultimate test. Can you beat the top ranking bomb
solvers?

Puzzled- Take on the bomb from another angle…this time, using preset grids and an unlimited timer. Only true masterminds
can solve the harder challenges…
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Nuke- Team up with another agent working on the field to tackle one of the hardest bombs in the game!

NOTE: This is a Legacy release of Vertigo Gaming Inc.'s back catalog titles. Because it is an older game running on newer
hardware there may be some unexpected errors. Here's how to solve them:

If you have an error of "Failed to load the game data, File seems corrupted.", you will need to disable the Print Spooler
on your computer, as older GM8 games can have this issue. First, right click on This PC or My Computer and select
Manage. Select Services and Applications on the left side bar and then select Services. Double click the "Print Spooler"
key and go to the General tab, select Startup Type, then select Disabled. Finally, select Stop below the Service Status and
then click Apply. The game should now boot up correctly.

If the game does not close properly and continues to run on Steam even after exiting the game, you will need to run it in
compatibility mode to resolve this issue. Right click the game in your Steam Library, go to Properties, then Local Files,
then Browse Local Files. Right click on the main .exe in the folder, and go to Properties. Click on the Compatibility tab,
then click the "Run this program in compatibility mode for:" box and select Windows XP, then Apply and OK. Restart
your computer, and the game will now correctly close after exiting.
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incomplete game we can't play custom match what is that about 6 month now they said soon, \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 off.
and they're about to release the 2 \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 that. first finish our game before. Playing on Oculus Rift with
touch and having a great time. Came into my games room to see my wife sitting on the floor tilling soil and planting tomatoes.
She had a huge smile on her face making this game worth the price and then some.. I just finished Under Leaves. I was drawn to
the game because of the art style.. it's simply gorgeous. The main world levels started to get a little tricky, but I was determined
to not use any hints. The hardest level for me was the red fox. I beat the entire game in 2.4 hours, but I picked it up in the
summer sale at 2.49$ so I'm not worried about the length. It is a great game to relax to, friendly for all ages.. If you're new to the
WotHT series, it's great and I highly recommend it but this is the third game in the series so feel free to check out the previous
two games first.

If you're a WotHT veteran, this game plays exactly the same as the previous two but with one major twist in resource
management. The "Limited" in the title refers to the fact that you aren't able to collect crates and build units as you please any
more. You're given a limited supply of units for each mission. You do have two special units (well, one, really) which are
Hotaru, who is played up as a powerful unit by the story but turns out to be a bog standard Command unit, and your actual
special unit, a Mihari Scout unit, who has exceptional scouting abilities for the start of the game. Then you're given a handful of
other units to choose from to deploy as you see fit.

It doesn't seem to be a perma-death scenario, though. I haven't noticed any correlation between the units left over from the
previous mission and the ones I start with on the next mission. Considering you can go back and replay missions without directly
continuing from the previous one, I think it's safe to assume that's the case.

I can't really say whether the new resource management is good or bad. On the one hand, I liked building up a super powerful
squad and crushing my opponent but, on the other hand, it does take the strategy out of the game when you can simply scount
the entire map and then level it all in one turn. It's a matter of balance and this time they balanced it for maximum strategy.

Overall, it's still a great game for fans of the series so definately pick it up.. Recommended only on sale under $1, I paid < $0.50

Pros:
Controls work well.
Movement is fuild.
Pixel Graphics reasonably good.
Synth tunes bearable.
Time killer.

Cons:
Lacks story, lacks sense of progression.
Sometimes you run out of bullets because bullet drops are overly random, when that happens you go back to the start of the
game, but you keep your weapons+cash.
Lacks achievements, shame because there are lots of potential achievements and it would of added a lot to this game which is a
bit lacking.. pretty good game. Saw this game a while back and thought it looked too weird for me. How wrong I was, this gem
of a roguelike is easy to get into but hard to master. Lots of variety in mechanics and environments to keep you going and
constantly updated to keep things fresh. Also has lots of other modes that change the geometry and even one that lets you play a
4-player co-op shoot-'em-up.

All in all, a good value, spectacular roguelike.. Amazing excperience. A lot more in depth then what meets the eye. Spent two
hours on it last night.
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I have to say, I have mixed feelings about this game. The writing is superb, but I often feel like a very passive observer who
doesn't really do anything other than to watch other characters doing their stuff. I don't play CYOA to be a passive spectator, I
have novels for that. I play CYOA to be an active participant in a dynamic world, where I can truly immerse myself into the
character and make choices that I want to make. Sadly, this game fails to deliver that.. One of the biggest things I like about this
skin is that it has a different voice when playing. I like having different voices while playing because it can get repetitive to
always hear the same mans voice. She has cleaver responses to what she wants when she is crying out for help and other things. I
really like this skin but as with the other skins in the game it doesn't give you an advantage while playing the play. Its just for
aesthetic purposes and is just for the people you are playing with. They get to enjoy it alot more then you do since they are
looking at her all the time. I really like this character and I highly recommend it to anyone who is a hard core player of Killing
Floor.. One time bonus in a singleplayer game? LUL. Extremely fun. The level design is great, and the gameplay is really good
too. I highly recommend it.. I've been waiting for this for a while.

This is a very fun, but also quite challenging experience. Be prepared to sweat and inch your way through the numorus stages,
but don't let the difficulty discourage you. Finishing a stage feels fantastic and with each enemy beaten, you'll feel that much
better as a VR Swordsman.

The sword fighting mechanics are pretty solid, but certainly not 1:1 with real life. They're very close however. The animations
give you a good window of prediction and the reactionary animations of the enemies are pretty realistic and don't feel canned.

It's also worth adding that I have a smaller than average playspace and while I can get away with playing this, it can be difficult
at times. If you have a small playspace, make sure to stand where you can swing with your arm extended all around you without
hitting anything. If you can do that, you should be alright as long as you don't walk much. Just be careful because you can really
get lost in this experience.
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